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  Abstract  

 
 The place , where the estimation of gravity remain lower than earths 

claim gravitational coefficient, at that place the current suspension 

framework neglects to want comes about as the sum and method of 

stun retaining changes. To counter repulsive force effect, NASA and 

stream drive research center have together built up a suspension 

framework called the rocker bogie suspension framework. It is 

fundamentally a suspension game plan utilized as a part of mechanical 

automated vehicles utilized particularly for space investigation. The 

rocker bogie suspension framework is based wanderer has been 

effectively presented for the blemishes pathfinder and Mars 

Exploration Rover (MER) and Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) 

missions directed by summit space investigation organizations all 

through the world. The proposed suspension framework is right now 

the most support plan for each space investigation organization enjoys 

the matter of room inquire about. The rationale of this task start is to 

comprehend mechanical outline and favorable circumstances of 

Rocker bogie suspension framework keeping in mind the end goal to 

discover reasonableness to actualize it in regular stacking vehicles to 

improve their proficiency and furthermore to chop down the upkeep 

related costs of traditional suspension framework. 
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1. Introduction 

The rocker bogie suspension framework, which uncommonly intended for space investigation vehicles have 

profound history implanted in its improvement. The expression "Rocker" portrays the shaking part of the bigger 

connections exhibits each side of the suspension framework and adjust the bogie as these rockers are associated 

with each other and the vehicle case through a specifically altered differential. 

 

 
  

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of rocker bogie suspension system 

 

 
As agreement with the movement to keep up focal point of gravity of the whole vehicle, when one of the rocker 

moves upward, alternate goes down. The case assumes fundamental part to keep up the normal pitch point of 

the two rockers by enabling the two rockers to move according to the circumstance. According to the intense 

plan, one of the finishes of a rocker is fitted with a drive haggle opposite end is turned to a bogie which gives 

required movement and level of opportunity. 
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Fig. 2 Geometry of rocker bogie 

 
In the framework, "bogie" alludes to the conjoining joins that have a drive wheel appended at each end. 

Intruders were ordinarily used to exposed stacking as tracks of armed force tanks as idlers disseminating the 

heap over the landscape. Intruders were additionally generally utilized on the trailers of semi trailer trucks as 

that very time the trucks should convey significantly heavier load. 

The rocker bogie configuration comprising no springs and stub axels in each wheel which enables the body to 

move over any snags, for example, rockers, trench, sand, and so forth that are up to twofold the wheels distance 

across in measure while keeping all wheels on the ground most extreme time. When contrasted with any 

suspension framework, the tilt soundness is constrained by the tallness of the focal point of gravity and the 

proposed framework has the same. 

 

. 

 

Fig. 3 Line diagram of rocker bogie suspension system and its mobile joints 

Systems employing springs tend to tip more easily as the loaded side yields during obstacle course. Dependent 

upon the centre of overall weight, any vehicle developed on the basis of Rocker bogie suspension can withstand 

a tilt of at least 50 degrees in any direction without overturning which is the biggest advantage for any heavy 

loading vehicle. The system is designed to be implemented in low speed working vehicles such as heavy trucks, 

Bulldozers which works at slow speed of around 10 centimeters per second (3.9 in/s) so as to minimize dynamic 

shocks and consequential damage to the vehicle when surmounting sizable obstacles. 

 

Significance  

Rocker Bogie Suspension has the claim to fame of having the capacity to move over impediments double the 

distance across of the wheel, that too without trading off the solidness of the wanderer in general. A few 

highlights make it a genuine splendid outline  

1. The component permits moving over high obstructions, while keeping all the six wheels in contact with the 

ground. This is just valid at the operational velocities of meanderers like Curiosity which is around 10 cm/s.  

2. The two sides (left and right) move freely, and thus the wanderer can cross landscapes where the privilege 

and left rockers go over various sort of deterrents.  

3. The component is outlined, for example, because of the free movement of right and left rockers, the pitching 

of the undercarriage or the wanderer body remains a normal of the two rockers. 
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Fig. 4 Rocker bogie system 

4. Framework with spring suspensions is helpless to tip-over sideways effortlessly than rocker-bogie. 

Interest, by configuration, can manage more than 50 deg tilt toward any path.  

 

5. The outline joins free engines for each wheel. There are no springs or axles, making the plan more 

straightforward and more solid. The front and back wheels have free engines for controlling, empowering 

the wanderer to turn on the spot without slipping.  

 

6. The outline diminishes the fundamental body movement significantly, contrasted with some other 

suspension. The snap experienced by any of the wheel is exchanged to the body as a revolution by means of 

the differential associating the two rockers, not as interpretation like traditional suspensions.     

2. Research Method 

 
Parts  

Robots utilizing rocker bogie component make utilization of a suspension instrument that comprises of a few 

inflexible components associated through joints of a specific number of degrees of flexibility (DOF) bringing 

about a structure that has one framework DOF. This empowers them to move along uneven landscape without 

losing contact with the ground. Following are the principle parts of this model of rocker bogie suspension 

framework:  

 

• Rigid joins  

• Wheels  

• Nuts, screws and washers  

CONSTRUCTION 

 
 

Fig. 5 Rocker bogie suspension prototype 
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The rocker-bogie configuration has no springs or stub axles for each wheel, enabling the wanderer to move 

over snags, for example, shakes, that are up to double the wheel's breadth in measure while keeping every one 

of the six wheels on the ground. Likewise with any suspension framework, the tilt security is restricted by the 

stature of the focal point of gravity. Frameworks utilizing springs tend to tip all the more effectively as the 

stacked side yields. In view of the focal point of mass, the model of the rocker bogie can withstand a tilt of 30 

- 45 degrees toward any path without upsetting.  

The suspension has 6 wheels with symmetric structure for the two sides. Each side has 3 wheels which are 

associated with each other with two connections. The fundamental linkage called rocker has 2 joints. While 

first joint associated with front wheel, another joint collected to another linkage called bogie, which is like 

prepare wagon suspension part in order to limit dynamic stuns and important harm to the vehicle while 

surmounting sizable deterrents. 

 

FUTURE SCOPE 

 

As mentioned, due to its advantages the future scope of the rocker suspension system could be applicable in 

many fields like automotives, military, agriculture, medical, etc., which can develop a new era of suspension 

system.  

 

APPLICATIONS 

 
AUTOMOTIVES  

 

In cars the regular suspension utilized is a traditional looped springs for light load minding vehicles and leaf 

springs for overwhelming burden minding vehicles? These suspensions can just retains the stuns at a broaden, 

however the rest of the stuns are exchanged to the vehicle's body. On the off chance that the rocker bogie 

suspension is connected the most extreme stuns will be consumed by it and the vehicle's body encounters least 

stuns coming about long existence of the vehicle. 

 

MILITARY  

 

The military vehicles like tankers, trucks and jeeps are meat for substantial obligation loads. A portion of the 

military tanks utilize haggles of the tanks utilize Continuous track, additionally called tank tread or caterpillar 

track, is an arrangement of vehicle impetus in which a nonstop band of treads or track plates is driven by at 

least two wheels. By and large the tanks having such track are driven at low speed and it is exceedingly difficult 

to increase rapid. In the event that the tanks are furnished with rocker bogie suspension framework, rocker 

bogie suspension framework enables the military tanks to move with fast with high torque on plane surfaces 

as well as on uneven surfaces.  

 

MEDICINAL  

 

In healing facilities the wheelchairs and stretchers are utilized for versatility purposes, however these 

portability devices can't climb the means or any stature which is bigger than its wheel width, the rocker bogie 

suspension can conquer these issues. 

 
4. Conclusion 

 
The proposed model creates a novel plan in seek after of expanding the rocker-bogie versatility framework in 

traditional substantial stacking vehicle conduct when rapid traversal is required. The vehicle utilizing Rocker-

Bogie suspension has an equivalent execution when going on smooth level surface. Be that as it may, if there 

should be an occurrence of uneven surface, Rocker-Bogie exhibits the better execution, because of the very 

much circulated weight over all haggles bringing about more consistent footing powers. The use of rocker 

bogie suspension framework is valuable to expand the adequacy and effectiveness of the off-road portable 

vehicles. This auxiliary improvement can make the rocker bogie more versatile and productive in 

circumstances that require fast traversal or managing surfaces that need a more strong execution over intense 

impediments. 
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